Rules of procedure

Faculty of Law

Issued by Royal Decree No. ٦٥١ of ١٩٤٩ establishing the University of Mohammed Ali

and its regulations by Decision No. ٦٨٢ dated ٩/١٠/١٩٧٨

Ministerial Resolution No. (٩٠٩) of ١٥/٩/١٩٨١ concerning the making of some amendments to the internal regulations of the College

Ministerial Resolution No. (٦٩٥) of ٦/٨/١٩٨٦ concerning the amendment of the internal regulations of the College (applying the two-semester system)

Ministerial Decision No. (٤٧٠) dated ٢٩/٥/١٩٨٨ revoking the amendment of Articles ٤ and ٨ of the Regulation

Ministerial Decision No. (٤٠٣) of ٨/٥/١٩٩٠ amending the provisions of sections I, II and III

Ministerial Decision No. (٢٥٨) dated ١٣/٣/١٩٩٣ on postgraduate studies

Ministerial Resolution No. (١٦١٩) of ٢٠/١٢/١٩٩٣ amending the provisions of Articles ٤، ٦، ٧، ١١
Ministerial Resolution No. (٦١٤١) dated ١٧/١/١٩٩٤ on the determination of the hours assigned by the faculty member in lectures.

Ministerial Resolution No. (١٣٩٦) dated ٣٠/٩/١٩٩٦ concerning the teaching of the Foreign Language Division (English or French).

The decision of the Supreme Council of Universities in its session on ٩/١/١٩٩٧ regarding the start of study in some of the programs in the open education system as of the academic year ١٩٩٧/١٩٩٨.

Ministerial Decision No. (٩٢١) of ٢٥/١/١٩٩٨ on the implementation of the legal studies program applied to the open education system.

Ministerial Resolution No. (١٩٥) of ٢٥/٢/١٩٩٨ concerning the correction of Ministerial Resolution No. ١٣٩ of ٢٥/١/١٩٩٨ regarding the application of the Legal Studies Program according to the Education System at the Faculty of Law, Assiut University.

Ministerial Resolution No. (٧٥) dated ٤/٦/٢٠٠٢ concerning specializations of the special law department.
Ministerial Resolution No. (١٩١٨) of ١٢/٩/٢٠٠٤ amending the schedule of courses for the fourth division

☐ The decision of the Council of Assiut University in its meeting No. (٢٤٥) held on ٢٩/٣/٢٠٠٥ to amend the rules of procedure of the College to include the Human Rights Rapporteur in the decisions of the First Division

Ministerial Resolution No. (١١٤٦) of ٨/٥/٢٠٠٥ amending Article ٩٩

Ministerial Resolution No. (١٢٧٢) dated ٢٢/٥/٢٠٠٥ amending Article ٤ (Human Rights Article Article Success and Recruiting only and not included in the total as of the academic year ٢٠٢٥/٢٠٦

Ministerial Decision No. (١٠٧٢) of ٣/٧/٢٠٠٦ AD Amending the schedules of the study plans

Ministerial Resolution No. (١٧٦) dated ٢٨/١/٢٠٠٨ regarding the making of some amendments to the internal regulations of the Faculty of Law, Assiut University (the bachelor's degree)
Ministerial Decision No. (٧٦٨) dated ٨٠٠٢/٥/٩١ regarding the amendment to the provisions of the internal regulations of the College (Open Education)

Ministerial Resolution No. (٩٦٨) dated ٨٠٠٢/٥/٩١ regarding the amendment of the internal regulations of the Faculty of Law (postgraduate level)

Ministerial Resolution No. (٥٩٦٣) dated ٨٠٠٢/١١/٨١ regarding an amendment to the internal regulations of the Faculty of Law, Assiut University (bachelor's degree).
Article (1): The faculty consists of the following scientific departments:

First: Department of Islamic law and includes the following disciplines:

- Islamic jurisprudence.

Second: The Department of Special Law includes the following disciplines:

- Civil and Commercial Procedure Code
- International Private Law
- History and philosophy of law
- Labor law and social legislation includes:
- Labor and Social Security Act
Third: Department of Civil Law and includes the following disciplines:

Civil Law

- Personal status of non-Muslims
- IP

Fourth: Department of Commercial Law and includes the following disciplines:

Commercial Law
Maritime Law
Air Law

Fifth: The Public Law Department includes the following disciplines:

Constitutional law
Constitutional systems
Administrative Law
Administrative judiciary
Public administration

Sixth: The criminal section includes the following disciplines:
Criminology and punishment
Penal Code (General and Special Sections)
Code of Criminal Procedure

Seventh: The Department of International Law includes the following disciplines:
   International Organization
   General International Law

Eighth: Department of Public Finance, Financial Legislation and Economic Law
Section II

Degrees and diplomas

*****

Article (٢): The University of Assiut is granted at the request of the Council of the Faculty of Law the following degrees and diplomas:

Bachelor's Degree in Law

[Diploma] Graduate studies in one of the following branches:

General Diplomas
Private Law Diploma
Diploma of Public Law
Diploma of Islamic Jurisprudence
[Diploma in Human Rights
Diploma of Administrative Sciences
Diploma of Criminal Sciences
Diploma of International Law
Diploma of Sharia Policy
Diploma of Civil Law
Diploma of Judicial Procedures
Diploma of International Trade and Investment Law
Specialized Diplomas
Diploma of Arbitration
Diploma of Sports Law
Master Degree in Law
Doctor of Laws [PHD]
Section III
Degree in Law

*****

Article (٣): The period of study to obtain the degree of specialization Bachelor of Laws four years.

Article (٤): [١] * A * The following tables show the distribution of courses on the school year and the number of study hours allocated per week for each of them, and determines the College Council after taking the view of the Council of the relevant section subjects taught in each course

First band

*****

First Semester

Article watches

* Introduction to the Study of Law ✞ Human Rights ✞ History of Systems ✞ Islamic Sharia

Constitutional Law ✞ Criminology and Punishment ✞ General International Law
Foreign Language

♀ French

Total hours ♀ Total hours ♀

* Pursuant to the Ministerial Amendment No. ١٩٧٧ dated ٢٢/٥/٢٠٠٣.

In accordance with the Ministerial Amendment No. ١٩٧٧ dated ٢٣/٦/٢٠٠٣.

The human rights course is taught as a subject of success and repetition only and is not included in the total as of the academic year ٢٠٠٣/٢٠٠٤.

Second Band

*****

First Semester

Number of hours

[*] Administrative Law ♀ [*] International Organization ⋆

Criminal Law
Islamic Law \ History of Law \  
Foreign Language  
French Personal Status  
Civil Code [extended] \ Civil Code 
Total hours \ Total hours 

[*] Pursuant to the Ministerial Amendment No. ١٠٢٢ of ٢٠٠٢/٧/٣.

Third Band

*****

First Semester

Number of hours

[*] Criminal Law \ [*] Code of Procedure 
Commercial law \ Islamic law  
Labor Law \ Civil Code  
Public Finance \ Administrative Judiciary  
Nationality and Foreigners' Centers
French
Total hours ٨٢

[*] Pursuant to the Ministerial Amendment No. ١٧٧٧ of ٢٠٠٢/٧/٣.

Fourth Year

First Semester

Number of hours
Islamic Law ٤ Criminal Proceedings ٦
Maritime Law ٤ Conflict of Laws and Jurisdiction
International Jurisdiction ٤
Law of Procedure (Execution) ٤ Commercial Law ٦
Civil Law ٦ Public Administration
Intellectual property rights
Total hours ٨١

Total hours ٢٢
The course should be taught in a foreign language for two hours. An hour should be given for teaching in English and a teaching hour in French. The exam should be ٢٠ and ١٠ grades for each language.

The course of human rights shall be outside the vocabulary of any of the scientific departments in foreign language courses.

Article (٥):  * A * The College Council entrusts one faculty member with the teaching of the materials in which the student has a choice.

* B * The Council of the College upon the proposal of the Council of the relevant department to decide each year, practical lessons in some of the courses, not exceeding three subjects in the same class.
Article (٦): * \* The examination shall be in each semester in writing at the end of the semester, except for the subjects extended throughout the year. The exam shall be the last year only. The College Council may decide for the extended subjects a test after the first semester.

Article (٧): * \* The College Council may decide oral tests in some of the courses, provided that this is announced to the students at least two months before the exam.

Article (٨): The duration of the written examination in each course is three hours. The University Council may, at the request of the College Council, amend this period in special circumstances.

Article (٩): * The maximum end of the exam grades of any course [٠٢ degrees].

Article (٩): The estimates of success and failure shall be calculated as follows:
First: Success estimates:

*****

Appreciation Ratio Grade

Excellent of ٩٠% or more of total grades

Very good from ٨٠% to less than ٩٠%

Good // From ٧٠% to under ٨٠%

Acceptable from ٦٠% to less than ٧٠%

Second: Estimation of failure

*****

Appreciation Ratio Grade

Weak from ٥٣% to less than ٦٠% of the total score

Very poor Less than ٥٢%

Article (١١): The student is transferred from the restricted group to the next team if he succeeds in all the courses or fails in no more than two of the
courses of his group or of a lower class. In this case, the student will take the exam while failing with the students of the class. Its success in these courses is considered to be acceptable.

As for the students of the final group who fail in no more than two rapporteurs hold a second role in the month of November each year, if repeated repetition of the exam in which they failed with the students of the semester in which this course is taught until they succeed in what they failed and so ...... .

Article (٢١): The student's success in the degree of graduation is estimated in one of the following estimates:

Excellent Very good Good acceptable.

The general grade of students in the bachelor's degree is calculated on the basis of the total number of grades obtained in all the academic years as arranged according to this total.